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Abstract—Early exits provide an effective way of implementing
adaptive computational graphs over deep learning models. In
this way it is possible to adapt them on-the-fly to the available
computational resources or even to the difficulty of each input
sample, reducing the energy and computational power require-
ments in many embedded and mobile applications. However,
performing this kind of adaptive inference also comes with several
challenges, since the difficulty of each sample must be estimated
and the most appropriate early exit must be selected. It is worth
noting that existing approaches often lead to highly unbalanced
distributions over the selected early exits, reducing the efficiency
of the adaptive inference process. At the same time, only a few
resources can be devoted to the aforementioned process, in order
to ensure that an adequate speedup will be obtained. The main
contribution of this work is to provide an easy to use and tune
adaptive inference approach for early exits that can overcome
some of these limitations. In this way, the proposed method allows
for a) obtaining a more balanced inference distribution among
the early exits, b) relying on a single and interpretable hyper-
parameter for tuning its behavior (ranging from faster inference
to higher accuracy), and c) improving the performance of the
networks (increasing the accuracy and reducing the time needed
for inference). Indeed, the effectiveness of the proposed method
over existing approaches is demonstrated using four different
image datasets.

Index Terms—Early Exits, Adaptive Inference, Bag-of-
Features, Adaptive Computational Graphs

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Learning (DL) led to a number of impressive applica-
tions, ranging from autonomous cars [1] and robotics [2] to ac-
curate medical diagnosis and disease prognosis [3]. However,
despite its success in these areas, state-of-the-art DL models
are computationally intensive, requiring an enormous amount
of resources in order to be successfully deployed in most
embedded and mobile applications. These limitations led to the
development of various methods for training lightweight DL
models, ranging from quantization [4] and pruning methods [5]
to knowledge distillation approaches [6], [7]. These methods
were indeed capable of providing faster and more lightweight
models. However, this was typically achieved at the expense
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of the accuracy of the final models, since lightweight models
tend to perform worse than the larger ones. At the same
time, the constructed models are unable to dynamically adapt
to the difficulty of the input samples, leading to a constant
cost for feed-forwarding through the network. However, it has
been demonstrated that easier samples can be often classified
correctly even with significantly smaller models [8], [9]. This
hints at using models that can switch between using more
layers/computational resources for harder examples, while
keeping the computations to the minimum required for easier
examples. In this way, it is possible to reduce the compu-
tational requirements and energy consumption, as well as
improve inference speed, often without significantly affecting
the accuracy of the model.

Indeed, models with adaptive computational graphs, such
as [8], [9], [10], have been proposed to this end. These models
provide an effective way to dynamically alter the number of
computations to match the available computational resources
by following a different path on the model’s graph. Perhaps
the most straightforward way to provide such adaptive models
is by using early exits at various layers of the network [8],
[9], [10]. In this way it is possible to estimate the final
output of a model, without feed-forwarding through the whole
computational graph. However, even though early exits proved
to be a valuable tool for adapting the models to the available
computational resources and different inference scenarios, e.g.,
using the same model across different mobile devices, using
them for adapting to the difficulty of each sample is usually
not straightforward. There are two main reasons for this:
a) early exits do not provide a way for directly estimating
the difficulty of an input sample, while b) designing and
employing a meaningful exit strategy that utilizes all the
available exits in the optimal way is non-trivial. In fact, as
we also experimentally demonstrate, naive methods tend to
use only a small number of the exits that are available, often
skipping intermediate exits, leading to sub-optimal results and
reducing inference speed and accuracy.

To better understand these limitations, we need to consider
the way existing methods perform adaptive inference. Most
of them estimate the difficulty of a sample indirectly, by
measuring the confidence of the network at a specific early
exit. This can be done either by measuring the strongest acti-
vation or by measuring the entropy of the output probability978-1-7281-9320-5/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE



distribution [8]. After that, they employ a fixed threshold at
each early exit to decide whether the specific exit should be
used or not. When the confidence level is above a certain
threshold, the computation ends at the specific early exit. It is
also worth noting that even though more sophisticated methods
can be developed for estimating the difficulty of each sample
and/or the confidence of the network, it is critical to keep
the required computations to the minimum, since spending a
significant amount of time deciding whether the computations
should end at a specific exit, might end up consuming more
time than feed-forwarding through the whole network.

At the same time, the aforementioned process typically in-
volves manually fine-tuning these thresholds for each early exit
in order to achieve specific inference goals, either regarding
the speed or the accuracy of the network. However, these
thresholds are typically application specific and there is no
easy way to select and interpret them in order to tune the
behavior of the network. Finally, it is worth noting that sub-
optimally tuning these thresholds, e.g., by simply selecting the
average confidence of a layer, often leads to a significantly
skewed exit distribution, since the confidence of the network
is typically not normally distributed. This behavior is indeed
confirmed in Section III.

The main contribution of this work is to provide an easy
to use and tune adaptive inference approach for early exits.
To this end, the proposed method combines several method-
ological advances to overcome a number of limitations of
existing methods. First, instead of using naive early exits
that discard a significant amount of information regarding the
input distribution [9], we employ a powerful Bag-of-Features
(BoF)-based early exits strategy. This, allows us to provide
compact and normalized histogram-based representations of
the features extracted from each layer, where an early exit
is placed, which, in turns, enables the efficient estimation of
the difficulty of each sample. Then, a fast and robust way
to estimate the confidence of the network at each early exit
is employed and combined with an easy to use, yet effective
methodology for tuning the behavior of the method according
to different inference scenarios. In this way, the proposed
method allows for a) obtaining a more balanced inference
distribution among the early exits, b) relying on a single and
interpretable hyper-parameter for tuning its behavior (ranging
from faster inference to higher accuracy), and c) improving
the performance of the networks (increase the accuracy and
require less time for inference). To the best of our knowl-
edge, this paper presents the first experimental study that
demonstrates the importance of employing methods that lead
to a balanced exit distribution, while also exploiting these
observations to provide a dynamic inference scheme for BoF-
based exits that can be easily adjusted to the needs of each
application. The effectiveness of the proposed approach over
existing approaches is demonstrated using four different image
datasets.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The proposed
method is introduced in Section II, while the experimental
evaluation is provided in Section III. Finally, conclusions are

drawn in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method is presented in this Section. First, the
notation and the employed early exit strategy are described.
Then, the proposed adaptive inference approach is introduced
and discussed. The notation fW(x, i) is used to refer to the
response of the i-th layer of a neural network that is composed
of a total of m layers. The trainable parameters of the network
are denoted by W, while the input to the neural network
is denoted by x. In this paper, we focus on convolutional
neural networks. Therefore, the input to the network is an
image x ∈ RW×H×C , where its width is denoted by W ,
its height by H , and the number of channels by C. It is
worth noting that the proposed method can be also applied for
networks operating on different kinds of signals. Furthermore,
let y(i) = fW(x, i) ∈ RWi×Hi×Ci denote the output of the i-
th convolutional layer. Similarly, the notation Wi, Hi and Ci is
used to refer to the width, height and number of channels of the
corresponding feature map. Finally, the output of the network,
which estimates the probability of each sample belonging to
a different class (out of a total of NC classes), is denoted by
y = fW(x,m) ∈ RNC .

Also, let X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xN} denote a training set of N
images. Each image is also annotated by a target (ground truth
annotation) vector ti ∈ RNC . The network can be then trained
using back-propagation to minimize a loss function L:

W′ = W − η
N∑
j=1

∂L(fW(xj ,m), tj)

∂W
. (1)

The notation W′ is used to refer to the parameters of the
network after an update, while η denotes the learning rate.
For this paper, the cross-entropy loss function is used:

L(y, t) = −
NC∑
i=1

[t]i log([y]i), (2)

where the notation [y]i is used to refer to the i-th element of
a vector y.

In order to efficiently estimate the output of the network
at various points of its computational graph, we employ
an additional estimator g(i)Wi

(·) on top of the feature maps
extracted at the i-th layer as:

g
(i)
Wi

(
y(i)
)
= g

(i)
Wi

(fW(x, i)). (3)

In this way, it is possible to estimate the final output of the
network, without having to feed-forward through the whole
architecture. We use the notation Wi to refer to the parameters
of the employed early exit. Typically, an early exit is composed
of a feature aggregation approach, e.g., Global Average Pool-
ing, followed by a fully connected classification layer. Note
that the effectiveness and efficiency of the feature aggregation
approach is crucial for the successful deployment of the
resulting network. For example, the feature maps extracted
from the first layers are typically very large and close to the



size of the input image, requiring a way to efficiently compress
them into a compact representation that can be used to rapidly
take a classification decision.

To overcome this limitation, in this work we employ a Bag-
of-Features (BoF)-based aggregation approach [9]. Therefore,
each feature vector extracted from each spatial location of
feature map is first quantized using a set of NK codewords,
each one denoted by vij , where i refers to the layer on which
the BoF layer is used and j to the codewords. The codewords
are used to represent the prototypical concepts captured by the
corresponding layer [11], while a different set of codewords
is used for different exits. The membership vector for each
feature vector extracted from the i-th early exit is calculated
as:

[uikl]j =
K([y(i)]kl,vij)∑NK

m=1K([y(i)]kl,vim)
∈ [0, 1], (4)

where (k, l) is the location from which the feature vector
was extracted and K(·) is a kernel function that measures the
similarity between a codeword and an input vector. Then, the
membership vectors uikl are aggregated, leading to the final
constant length histogram representation of the i-th object as:

s(i) =
1

WiHi

Wi∑
k=1

Hi∑
l=1

uikl ∈ RNK , (5)

Note that this histogram vector provides a compact semantic
summary of the features extracted from the corresponding
layer, allowing for efficiently performing classification tasks,
regardless of the actual size of the input feature map.

Furthermore, BoF can be efficiently implemented in DL
models by measuring the similarity between each codeword
and each feature vector using a hyperbolic (sigmoid) kernel:

K([y(i)]kl,vij) =
1

2

(
tanh(c1[y

(i)]Tklvij + c2) + 1
)

(6)

where tanh(x) = ex−e−x

ex+e−x , and c1 and c2 are the kernel
parameters (typically set to c1 = 1 and c2 = 0). Then, BoF
can be formulated as an inner product-based layer, followed
by a recurrent accumulator [12]. The representation extracted
from each early exit is then fed into a fully connected layer
to obtain the final output of the i-th early exit. Each early exit
is trained by minimizing the same loss as the main network:

W′
i = Wi − η

N∑
j=1

∂L
(
g
(i)
Wi

(yj), tj

)
∂Wi

. (7)

Also, early exits can be either trained at the same time with
the main network or separately, after first fixing the weights
of the main network [9]. However, back-propagating gradients
from the early exits to the main network can potentially
negatively affect its performance in some cases by forcing
the earlier layers to be more discriminative, harming in this
way the granularity of the analysis performed by the DL
model. Therefore, even though both approaches can be used,
in this paper we follow the second approach by keeping the

Fig. 1: Hierarchical Early Exits using Bag-of-Features. Note
that any intermediate early exit can be selected to reduce the
computational complexity of the inference process, given that
the network is confident enough for the category of the current
input sample.

parameters of the main network frozen when training the early
exits.

The representations extracted from the previous layers can
be also readily re-used by concatenating them with the current
representation, building in this way a hierarchical inference
structure, as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the representation
s(i,h) extracted from the i-th layer is calculated as:

s(i,h) =

{
s(i) if i = 1

s(i) _ s(i−1,h) if i > 1
, (8)

where a _ b denotes the concatenation of vectors a and b.
This approach allows for increasing the classification accuracy,
with virtually zero additional cost, since the representations
extracted from the previous layers can be readily cached and
re-used.

In order to perform adaptive inference using a network
equipped with early exits, an appropriate criterion must be
used to decide whether inference should stop at a specific exit
or continue until the next one. To this end, the difficulty of
the input sample must be first estimated. In this work, we
employ a simple, yet robust approach: the uncertainty of the
network/difficulty r(x, i) of an input sample x, given the i-
th exit, is estimated based on the confidence of the network
on the class that corresponds to the neuron with the highest
activation:

r(x, i) = [g
(i)
Wi

(y(i))]k, (9)

where
k = argk′ max[g

(i)
Wi

(y(i))]k′ . (10)

Then, the most straightforward approach is to calculate a
threshold for the i-th early exit based on the mean activation
of the winning neurons during inference:

µi =
1

N

N∑
j=1

[g
(i)
Wi

(yj)]k, (11)



where g(i)Wi
is the output of the i-th early exit and again k =

argmax g
(i)
Wi

(yj). Then, the inference process can stop at the
i-th exit whenever the confidence is higher than this threshold,
i.e.,

r(x, i) > αµi, (12)

where α is a hyper-parameter that allows for adapting the
behavior of the inference process to the needs of each applica-
tion. That is, using larger values for α enables us to get more
accurate result (at the expense of higher inference time, since
the corresponding early exit will be chosen less frequently),
while using smaller values allows for increasing the speed, but
possibly leading to less accurate classification results.

Note that the value of α is not bounded, since any positive
number can be used. We have experimentally found out that
this approach is also especially sensitive, since even small
changes in the value of α can lead to significant changes in the
behavior of the inference process, as we also experimentally
demonstrate in Section III. Furthermore, this behavior seems to
be also related to the specific dataset/network used for training,
with some datasets/networks requiring vastly different values
compared to others. To overcome this limitation, we propose
calculating the threshold based both on the mean activation of
the current layer µi (lower bound), as well as on the last layer
of the network µC (upper bound). Therefore, the threshold for
selecting a specific early exit is calculated as:

r(x, i) > (1− α)µi + αµC , (13)

for α ∈ [0, 1]. In this way, α is bounded between 0 and
1, while its value can be easily interpreted: as the value of
α increases from 0 to 1, less samples are using the current
exit. Indeed, as demonstrated in Section III, the proposed way
for calculating the threshold allows for acquiring significantly
better performance, avoiding collapse phenomena where only
a few of the early exits are actually used.

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The experimental evaluation of the proposed approach is
provided in this Section. Four datasets were used for evaluating
the proposed method: a) the MNIST image classification
dataset [13], b) the Fashion MNIST fashion product classifica-
tion dataset [14], as well as the more challenging c) CIFAR-
10 object recognition dataset [15], and d) FER-2013 facial
expression dataset [16].

We used three different convolutional neural network archi-
tectures for the conducted experiments:
• CNN-1, which was used for the MNIST dataset,
• CNN-2, which was used for the Fashion MNIST dataset,
• MobileNet v.2 [17], which was used for the CIFAR-10

and FER-2013 datasets.
CNN-1 employs a 3×3 convolution layer with 32 filters, which
is followed by 2 × 2 max pooling layer, a 3 × 3 convolution
layer with 64 filters, another 2× 2 max pooling layer, a fully
connected layer with 1024 neurons, dropout with rate p = 0.5,
and a final fully connected classification layer. CNN-2 uses a
3 × 3 convolution layer with 64 filters, which is followed by

TABLE I: Classification error and MFLOPs for the backbone
networks (without using any early exit)

Dataset Error MFLOPs

MNIST 0.68 4.10
Fashion MNIST 7.82 12.66
CIFAR-10 7.81 94.61
FER-2013 38.84 211.52

a 2× 2 max pooling layer, a 3× 3 convolution layer with 128
filters, another 2×2 max pooling layer, a fully connected layer
with 1024 neurons layer, dropout with rate p = 0.5, and a final
fully connected classification layer. All the layers (except from
the final one) employ the ReLU activation function. For the
MobileNet the filter size for the first convolutional layer was
appropriately tuned, according to the image size of different
datasets.

All networks were trained using the categorical cross-
entropy loss. The Adam algorithm was used for the optimiza-
tion using the default hyper-parameters [18]. The optimization
ran for 50 epochs for the CNN-1 and CNN-2 models (a
learning rate of 0.001 was used). On the other hand, Mo-
bileNet models were trained for 100 epochs (50 epochs with
a learning rate of 0.001 and the remaining ones using a reduced
learning rate of 0.0001). Two early exits and one hierarchical
exit (combining the previous two ones) were used. For the
CNN-1 and CNN-2 models, the first early exit was placed
after the first convolutional layer, while the second one was
placed after the second convolutional layer. The 5th and 7th
convolutional layers were used for the MobileNet architecture.
Finally, for the MNIST and FashionMNIST datasets, a spatial
segmentation scheme into 4 regions was used for the BoF
model employed for the early exits [11].

The proposed method is evaluated in Table II. Four different
inference settings were used, ranging from faster, yet less
accurate settings 1 and 2 to the slower, yet more accurate
settings 3 and 4. These settings correspond to altering the
value of the hyper-parameter α used to calculate the inference
threshold. For the baseline method, as described by (12),
the value of α was set to 1, 1.05, 1.07, and 1.095 for
the four different settings. There values were obtained after
carefully fine-tuning the upper limit in order to not collapse
the inference process into using only some of the employed
early exits. For the proposed method, the corresponding values
were set to 0, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.95. Note that selecting these
values is much easier for the proposed method, since α always
ranges between 0 and 1, while this value is not expected to
be dataset-specific, compared to the baseline one. Also, two
different BoF settings were used: BoF-1 and BoF-2. For the
MNIST and FashionMNIST datasets, 8 codewords were used
for each early exit, while for BoF-2 16 codewords were used
(32 for the MNIST dataset). Also, 16/32 codewords were used
for BoF-1/BoF-2 for the experiments involving the MobileNet.

Several interesting conclusions can be drawn based on the
results reported in Table II. Note that for the first setting, both
methods provide the same results, since setting α = 1 for



TABLE II: Classification error (%) and MFLOPs for different adaptive inference settings

Dataset Method Setting 1 Setting 2 Setting 3 Setting 4 Class. Cost

Error (%) MFLOPs Error (%) MFLOPs Error (%) MFLOPs Error (%) MFLOPs

MNIST

Baseline BoF-1 1.32 0.69± 1.03 0.89 1.17± 1.65 0.79 1.54± 1.83 0.68 4.16± 0.00 4.0449
Proposed BoF-1 1.32 0.69± 1.03 0.97 0.86± 1.20 0.82 1.02± 1.31 0.70 1.68± 1.55 2.3989

Baseline BoF-2 1.09 0.68± 0.83 0.68 4.34± 0.00 0.68 4.34± 0.00 0.68 4.34± 0.00 10.5819
Proposed BoF-2 1.09 0.68± 0.83 0.95 0.77± 0.94 0.86 0.85± 1.02 0.76 1.22± 1.25 4.2937

Fashion MNIST

Baseline BoF-1 9.54 3.62± 4.94 9.26 4.10± 5.21 9.12 4.31± 5.32 8.83 4.62± 5.45 10.4730
Proposed BoF-1 9.54 3.62± 4.94 8.55 5.01± 5.52 8.26 5.92± 5.70 7.84 8.29± 5.49 4.8555

Baseline BoF-2 8.95 3.51± 4.85 8.59 4.05± 5.16 8.42 4.28± 5.28 8.27 4.64± 5.46 8.7200
Proposed BoF-2 8.95 3.51± 4.85 8.29 4.63± 5.38 8.10 5.34± 5.58 7.84 7.34± 5.70 6.6399

CIFAR-10

Baseline BoF-1 10.24 53.17± 16.49 9.52 55.59± 18.90 9.21 58.24± 21.52 9.05 61.45± 23.83 61.7983
Proposed BoF-1 10.23 53.18± 16.50 9.06 56.93± 18.78 8.55 59.32± 19.76 7.87 65.71± 20.66 37.2700

Baseline BoF-2 9.07 52.72± 16.32 8.52 58.93± 22.81 8.42 59.78± 23.20 8.21 61.09± 23.71 90.0544
Proposed BoF-2 9.06 52.74± 16.34 8.24 55.59± 18.26 8.07 57.50± 19.19 7.78 62.06± 20.41 58.1173

FER-2013

Baseline BoF-1 43.58 131.27± 45.54 42.94 135.89± 47.59 42.57 137.69± 48.33 42.30 139.97± 49.09 152.8386
Proposed BoF-1 43.58 131.27± 45.54 38.87 172.93± 47.77 38.67 183.43± 43.72 38.95 199.48± 31.20 39.0866

Baseline BoF-2 41.74 131.74± 45.49 41.46 136.34± 47.42 41.18 138.33± 48.22 40.87 140.27± 48.80 299.9848
Proposed BoF-2 41.74 131.74± 45.49 38.79 167.02± 48.87 38.84 178.49± 46.01 38.59 195.66± 35.08 60.0961

TABLE III: Distribution over the early exits for different inference settings

Dataset Method Setting 1 Setting 2 Setting 3 Setting 4 Unused/Least Used Exits

MNIST

Baseline BoF-1 0.84 - 0.10 - 0.02 - 0.04 0.77 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.23 0.67 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.33 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 1.00 7
Proposed BoF-1 0.84 - 0.10 - 0.02 - 0.04 0.78 - 0.12 - 0.02 - 0.07 0.73 - 0.15 - 0.03 - 0.09 0.51 - 0.23 - 0.08 - 0.19 0

Baseline BoF-2 0.89 - 0.08 - 0.01 - 0.02 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 1.00 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 1.00 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 1.00 10
Proposed BoF-2 0.89 - 0.08 - 0.01 - 0.02 0.85 - 0.10 - 0.01 - 0.03 0.83 - 0.12 - 0.02 - 0.03 0.68 - 0.23 - 0.03 - 0.06 2

Fashion MNIST

Baseline BoF-1 0.71 - 0.11 - 0.02 - 0.16 0.67 - 0.11 - 0.02 - 0.20 0.66 - 0.11 - 0.01 - 0.21 0.63 - 0.11 - 0.01 - 0.24 2
Proposed BoF-1 0.71 - 0.11 - 0.02 - 0.16 0.59 - 0.12 - 0.03 - 0.26 0.52 - 0.12 - 0.03 - 0.33 0.32 - 0.11 - 0.05 - 0.52 0

Baseline BoF-2 0.73 - 0.11 - 0.02 - 0.14 0.69 - 0.11 - 0.02 - 0.19 0.67 - 0.11 - 0.02 - 0.21 0.64 - 0.11 - 0.01 - 0.24 1
Proposed BoF-2 0.73 - 0.11 - 0.02 - 0.14 0.63 - 0.12 - 0.03 - 0.22 0.57 - 0.12 - 0.03 - 0.27 0.41 - 0.11 - 0.05 - 0.43 0

CIFAR-10

Baseline BoF-1 0.73 - 0.15 - 0.01 - 0.11 0.70 - 0.13 - 0.00 - 0.17 0.68 - 0.07 - 0.00 - 0.25 0.66 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.34 5
Proposed BoF-1 0.73 - 0.15 - 0.01 - 0.11 0.63 - 0.19 - 0.01 - 0.17 0.57 - 0.22 - 0.01 - 0.21 0.39 - 0.30 - 0.02 - 0.30 3

Baseline BoF-2 0.76 - 0.13 - 0.01 - 0.11 0.71 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.29 0.70 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.30 0.67 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.33 7
Proposed BoF-2 0.76 - 0.13 - 0.01 - 0.11 0.68 - 0.16 - 0.01 - 0.15 0.62 - 0.19 - 0.01 - 0.18 0.49 - 0.25 - 0.01 - 0.24 4

FER-2013

Baseline BoF-1 0.60 - 0.17 - 0.01 - 0.22 0.56 - 0.17 - 0.01 - 0.26 0.54 - 0.17 - 0.01 - 0.27 0.52 - 0.17 - 0.01 - 0.29 4
Proposed BoF-1 0.60 - 0.17 - 0.01 - 0.22 0.22 - 0.18 - 0.02 - 0.58 0.15 - 0.15 - 0.02 - 0.68 0.05 - 0.08 - 0.01 - 0.85 2

Baseline BoF-2 0.59 - 0.18 - 0.01 - 0.22 0.55 - 0.18 - 0.01 - 0.25 0.53 - 0.18 - 0.01 - 0.27 0.52 - 0.18 - 0.02 - 0.29 3
Proposed BoF-2 0.59 - 0.18 - 0.01 - 0.22 0.26 - 0.21 - 0.02 - 0.51 0.18 - 0.17 - 0.02 - 0.63 0.07 - 0.11 - 0.01 - 0.80 2

The percentage of the samples that use each of the 4 available exits is reported for each different setting. The first number corresponds to the first early exit,
the second number to the second early exit, the third number to the hierarchical exit, while the last number to the final exit of the network.



the baseline is equivalent to setting α = 0 for the proposed
method. First, note that all methods lead to a significant
reduction in the number of required FLOPs compared to the
full networks, as reported in Table I. At the same time, the
proposed method allows for a more fine-grained control over
the behavior of the proposed method, in virtually every case,
as demonstrated by the number of FLOPs for different settings.
For example, note that for MNIST dataset (BoF-2), baseline
collapses to using the final exit even for the second setting.
At the same time, the proposed method does not lead to this
behavior in any of the evaluated cases, even for the last setting.
These results are also further validated in Table III, where the
distribution of the used early exits are reported. The proposed
method leads to a smoother distribution, avoiding phenomena
where an early exit is rarely selected. Indeed, this can be easily
verified by measuring the number of cases where an exit is
selected for less than 1% of the time (last column of Table III).

Classification cost, which is calculated by dividing the
mean number of FLOPs by the absolute classification error
improvement over the first setting, is also reported in Ta-
ble II. The mean classification cost calculated using the three
remaining settings (2 to 4) is reported. Note that smaller
values indicate better utilization of the resources, since the
cost essentially measures the number of FLOPs required for
each percentage of accuracy improvement. Again, the ability
of the proposed method to significantly improve the inference
results is verified, with some cases, e.g., FER-2013 dataset,
leading to an almost 5-fold increase in efficiency.

Finally, note that, in many cases, the employed hierarchical
exit (third exit) is only rarely selected, as shown in Table III.
This is expected, since it generally provides small accuracy
improvements over the second early exit, as also noted in [9].
This could possibly hint into designing architectures that
only employ early exits on selected paths of the inference
graph, allowing for avoiding unnecessary calculations that do
not contribute to increasing the overall performance of the
network. It is also worth noting that the proposed method
allows for identifying such exits, since it leads to a smoother
distribution over the used exits. Therefore, any exit that is
below a certain threshold can be, in most of the cases, safely
discarded, providing an efficient way for selecting the most
appropriate points of the computational graph to add early
exits.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented an easy to use and tune, yet
effective adaptive inference approach for networks equipped
with BoF-based early exits. The proposed method employs
a fast confidence estimation approach, along with a bounded
way to calculate the exit thresholds for the various exits. As
it was experimentally demonstrated, this allows for obtaining
a more balanced inference distribution among the early exits
increasing the accuracy and requiring less time for inference.
At the same time, the proposed method paves the way for more
advanced adaptive inference approaches for models equipped
with early exits. For example, the proposed method provides

an implicit way to estimate the layers on which early exits
should be placed, avoiding the need for more expensive
neural architecture search methods, more advanced approaches
for estimating the confidence for each sample, while neural
network distillation methods [19] can be employed to further
improve the performance of the proposed method.
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